
Hi friend :-)

 

Big news! I resigned from work to focus on building my own freelance creative business.

The long version of that requires a phone call, but I think there’s an intermediate version.

So, here’s that:

 

Firstly, actually saying “I resign” is stupidly hard. I care a lot about my team, so it sucked to

tell them I was leaving. My only real advice, if you ever do resign, is: Rip off the band-aid,

remember that you control the energy in the room, and keep it short.

 

But the actual process leading up to saying those words out loud was… well, it was really

complicated, and I cried a lot, but in hindsight, it was actually really simple. I had made the

decision ages ago, I just didn’t realise it. I thought I was deciding whether or not to resign,

but I was really just going through the process of understanding why I needed to resign.

 

And this is interesting to me, for two reasons:

 

1. I realised that we generally know exactly what we want to spend our time

doing, and what feels right. We get caught up in whether or not it makes sense,

or how logical or rational it is, but that’s a different story completely. Did I want to

focus more of my time on my creativity? Yes. Then what was I waiting for? It’s not if;

it’s when. 

2. Also, I realised that a lot of the rationalising I was doing, was for other people

— and I think we all do this when we make “big” decisions. I was quite happy to

follow my gut, and do what I thought felt right… but I kept trying to find the right

words to express why, or justify my reasons and thought-processes because of

what I thought I had to tell other people. I felt like I owed them an explanation.

Spoiler alert: I owe them as much as I’m comfortable sharing. Either they



understand what I tell them, or they don’t. But that’s out of my control.

 

I had some people ask me whether now is the best time to give up a stable income,

given… you know… *gestures at the world* — and my answer to that is, very simply:

Damn straight it is. Because I know it's going to make me happier and I'd rather make half

as much as money, but be 10 times happier. Period.

 

If you’re in a weird space about a big life decision too, I hope this inspires you to just say:

You know what? I know what I want. It may feel a little weird now, and I may need time to

understand it, but I know what I want.

Cold water is only cold until you get in. But you gotta get in. You know you have what it

takes to make that thing you want to do really, fucking, work. So do it.

I know that you know someone who would enjoy this email — and you should definitely forward it to

them. Trust me. And, if that person is you, then you have awesome humans in your life. Nice :-)

Hear more from me by clicking here!

#1
Memento vivere. Remember to live: "Remembering to live is about the attention that you

bring to the things that you do. Your life can end way before your death – all it takes is to

go on autopilot.” — Nathaniel Drew

#2
The most important things can’t be taught; they must be learned: No amount of

reading or podcasts can give you life experience. You need to fail on your own, to

understand it. You need to win on your own, to understand it. Shane Parrish says that

learning is 50% experience, 50% reflection: Spend as much time practising as you do

reflecting on that practice. Think about what you’re struggling with, what your goal is for

learning this thing, why it matters, how you could be 1% better the next time… Reflection

internalises the learning process, so that experience can ‘lock it in’. Go out there, and

figure stuff out for yourself.

#3
A bohemian approach to authentic success: “This is the curse of the bohemian way:

how do you maintain the loose reins, the cheap rent, the no-rules opportunities, when you

are also creating one thousand under-30 millionaires every year? The one thing that limits
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the success of the least resistant place in the world, is its success. Eventually, no one can

afford to make mistakes anymore, and then the center moves. You only get to remain in

the future by keeping loose, letting the young drive, staying hungry and foolish, ignoring

success, embracing new mistakes, and having the least resistance to new ideas.” —

Kevin Kelly

Stay loose, stay hungry, stay foolish, ignore success, embrace new mistakes and don’t

resist new ideas. I'd like to add: Don’t resist. Give in to things more often. I gave into the

feeling that told me I needed to change my path. And it feels pretty damn great that I did.

 

Until next time,

J.

Forward this email to someone you care about, and I'll consider buying you a coffee if you do

(*not a joke). And, if that person is you, then you have awesome humans in your life. Nice :-)

To hear more from me, just click the button below!

Subscribe!

TheDailyWork., waving from a room, on a street, in a city, on a planet floating through the universe 

!

Unsubscribe
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